
Alzheimer’s Disease

Quality of life instead of decay
The good news first: “It is normal that a person is not able to bear as much in mind when he/she 
gets older and that it also takes longer until something crosses ones mind” says Gabriela Stoppe, 
Professor in Psychiatry, University of Goettingen. Taking longer and write little notes still is not a 
sign of having to worry. But if a person increasingly experiences problems to recall certain words or 
terms or mixes them up (tomato instead of banana) this should be considered as a first alarming 
sing. “Many relatives become aware of symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease only during a holiday. 
While the person might perfectly manage his/her daily routine he might not be able to find his room 
the next moment.
Then it is really urgent to see a psychiatrist or psychologist or to make an appointment in a so-
called “memory consultation” as can be found, for instance, at the university of Düsseldorf, Essen 
and at the Max-Planck Institute, Cologne. “First it has to be excluded that depression, side effect of 
medications, metabolism and circulatory disorders are the reason for these symptoms” explains Dr. 
Jürgen Vieten, specialist for psychiatry and psychotherapy in Mönchengladbach. 6% of dementias 
are reversible by an adequate treatment at an early stage.

If the examination yields, that the patient shows deposits in the brain und that the epithelium 
decreases, the development of the disease can be treated much more effectively if diagnosed at an 
early stage. “Often the cells functioning with the brain messenger acetycholine are affected by the 
decay”, explained Dr. Vieten. “Most of these cells are located in the part of the brain responsible for 
the memory and imagination capability”. By using a special medication the enzyme which 
decomposes acetylcholine can be stopped. The condition of the persons affected can thus partly be 
improved for one or two years. “Also a disturbance of the cerebral metabolism caused by dangerous 
toxic processes under the influence of glutamate can be delayed for a certain time” added Gabriele 
Stoppe.

And the specialists are condient: „there is so much research going on in the field of the Alzheimer’s 
disease, that significant progress can be expected during the next couple of years“, reported 
Gabriele Stoppe. She is hopeful, that dementia can be completely delayed at an early stage for a 
good while. “It is unclear if this disease can ever be healed but that is also the case with diabetes 
and high blood pressure”. What is important for the Alzheimer’s disease is to adjust the patient 
properly to the medications and thus enable him to spend some liveable years instead of giving him/
her up”. A further gleam of hope for the two experts, Prof. Stoppe and Dr. Vieten, is the present 
research on a possible vaccination against the disease. “Although first trials in Switzerland had to be 
discontinued due to side effects but there are good perspectives, that improved vaccines can be 
found”, said Dr. Vieten.
If a person decides trying to delay the disease the nutrition should be changed. “Meanwhile we 
found out, that everything that’s good for the heart is good for the brain”, says Gabriele Stoppe. In 
order to positively influence the metabolism she recommends consuming groceries with low 
cholesterol, vegetables and fruits. “In Africa and Japan less dementia occurred due to a different 
nutrition containing more vitamins B6, B12 and folic acid”. Also fish meals should be consumed 
more often. Additionally physical and mental activities can help to delay the disease” remarks 
Gabriele Stoppe.
For the future she would recommend a preventive basis examination without any direct physical 
intervention, comparable with a breast cancer preventive medical check-up. “With a magnetic 
resonance imaging it could be investigated, if shrinkages of certain brain areas already exist”. 
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Additionally test psychological examinations could yield a decrease in mental activities. “Here it is 
especially problematic to diagnose a dementia if persons are highly educated or less educated”.

The data assessed by the basic examination could be consecutively compared with up-dated results 
by the specialist and thus enable him to take away the fear of a decay. At present this examination 
still has to be paid by the patients.


